Nathan Cummings Grassroots Grantee Convening Summary

Convening overview, goals, and outcomes

The Arts & Democracy Project joined with the Nathan Cummings Foundation to organize a convening of the foundation’s grassroots arts activist grantees and their allies. The 3-day gathering took place from November 19-21, 2008 at three locations in Manhattan and Brooklyn, New York: Nathan Cummings Foundation, Pratt Center for Community Development, and New York University ITP. Forty-one people participated in the convening which connected people from across the country to discuss the opportunities, challenges, and exemplary practices of linking arts and activism and to share examples of their communication strategies. (See attachment 1 for participants.)

The convening had the overall goal of strengthening the field of work that links arts and social justice by identifying what is needed to increase the impact, effectiveness, depth, and sustainability of the work. It focused on three primary intended outcomes:

1. Participants, the Nathan Cummings Foundation, and the Arts & Democracy Project gain a deepened understanding of the work. This includes learning about:
   • The progress groups have made in realizing their goals over the past five years
   • The skill sets that would enable them to be more effective
   • Coalitions that have strengthened their work
   • Approaches to generational and demographic shifts
   • Issues that they see themselves addressing over the next five years
   • Strategies for achieving their goals

2. Groups strengthen their work by becoming resources for one another through peer learning and increased sharing of skills and resources.

3. The meeting provides a needed space for reflection, visioning, and strategizing following the 2008 national election.

Prior to the convening participants completed a survey asking them to identify their challenges, best practices, skills/resources, needs, and opportunities. The results of the survey helped shape the convening agenda. (See attachment 2).

Engaging the historical moment

The convening took place soon after the presidential election as an opportunity to strategize with one another about how to most effectively engage the changing contexts in which we do our work across the country. On the first evening we invited an additional group of allies including funders and seasoned organizers to join us in a future-focused post-election debrief. The themes of this session continued in the next two days, particularly as the group discussed strategies and opportunities for movement building.

Key points and questions

• Assume that Barack Obama is a result, and not a cause; the culmination of many years of organizing and activism.
• There is a sense of being at the cusp of something great and/or terrible with the excitement of the election and the harsh reality of the economics of our communities. Hope and excitement are mixed with concern about the change being realized and continuation of grassroots participation. Strong action is needed to push the administration to do the right thing. It’s positive that someone like Patrick Gaspar from SEIU could become political director, but it’s an open question whether the capacity of the movement will be advanced as a result of the organizing prior to the election. Challenges to democracy remain at a local level, as in the case of the NYC Council and mayor deciding to extend term limits without a vote.

• It is important to be proactive in policy and strategy: “We don’t want to be invited to the table, we want to set the table and take the table home.” How can grassroots conversations be heard in Washington DC? But being proactive and engaging the difference between protesting and participating in and negotiating with government can be difficult; when you’re used to being the opposition it’s a different task to make the government work for you. Are we ready? Do we have the strategies to proactively engage? “I have a sense of paddling – what would it feel like to catch the wave?”

• Sense of empowerment: this was the “first moment when I felt inside the conversation.” This moment can be a profound shift in our relationship to power and exercise of it. Keep in mind both “the sunshine and the shadow of power; it doesn’t need to be negative, it can be transformational.”

• Take time, stop and breathe slowly to free our imaginations. How do we sustain ourselves and be creative in this moment?

• Establish what is meant by change. We don’t have a common definition of change: “Is it change in leadership, paradigm, or relationship to politics?” Develop a deeper understanding of what organizing is, “defining the characteristics of movements of transformative change vs. movements branded with change.” We need to gain clarity about our definition of transformational change and social justice.

• Be clear about what you want and articulate the value of grassroots arts activism (for example, a model for understanding the other without dehumanizing them and a platform for participation and problem solving). Other groups are already making their cases. “Who speaks for us? It is important “to speak from our work in an affirmative way – so a single story isn’t being told.”

• Building unity – How to reach communities, for example, in southwest Virginia who did not support Obama and involve people who aren’t the usual suspects?

• The lines are getting softened; the campaign created the idea of shared stakeholders. Examples include artists of color and communities of color joining around affordable housing, the blurring of art / public media and activism, and a discussion about the responsibility of artists.
Opening charges

Claudine Brown, Nathan Cummings Foundation, raised the question of how arts activism is presented to the world. She presents her grantees as “problem-solvers, collaborators, people who have a fundamental understanding of joy.” She urged the group to clearly articulate what they want, noting that others know what they want and go after it, for example banks wanting a bailout and people lobbying for war who will profit from it. “There are going to be arts contracts. You need to be very clear – what you want, who you want it from, and strategize how you are going to get it. You are leaders, central leaders; you are the people who should inherit the work done before you. There are new people, new organizations, new foundations and you will turn your organizations over to others. Be very clear if you can take your vision to another place, what you offer to one another, and to help each other, collaborate with each other to make effective change.”

Recommendations from the small groups’ reports on impact

- Determine our own metrics that are accountable to our communities, both statistical and anecdotal and find ways to integrate the two. Relate everything back to mission. Consider how to measure trust, sovereignty, wellness for the world, joy and resiliency, and self-determination.
- Support the institutions that support the organizing. “Too often institutions don’t think they need to stand, but we need them: we’re not going to see equity for a long, long time.” “It’s important to shore up the institution’s capacity to do its own work. These institutions support the next generation, there is a need for capacity-building.”
- Develop criteria for organizational support: “Are the organizations dynamic and generative: do they become more powerful, or build power in others?”
- Understand the concept of life cycles of different organizations.
- Create structures for knowledge to be passed on as models for the field.
- Claim seats at policy tables across sectors and value participatory models for policy creation and democratization of voice.
- Share campaigns and messages between communities, when possible.
- Develop networks and collaborations, share local successes, using cross training and popular education. Decide what the decision-making process is up front, and what the victory is. Use a memo of understanding.
- See your work as part of a larger movement, not just to have impact, but as a way to be more effective.
- It is time now for “a significant shift in strategy from campaigns that are centrally-developed, to where we meet people where they’re at to co-develop policy.”
- Good facilitators are needed and to capture goals in writing, being clear about our language.

Recommendations from small groups’ reports on skills:

Strategic Planning

- Involve everyone in the organization from the beginning in overall goal setting, vision, audience served, operations. Include staff, maintenance staff, board -- everyone involved in the organization.
Leadership Development

• Given the importance of intergenerational conversations, find ways to bring together elders and emerging leaders.
• Develop skill sets for framing experience, managing expectations, budgeting.

Working Across Cultures

• Create an advisory team with people who you want to connect to the organization. When hiring or creating an advisory team, have a genuine desire to connect: choose people who bring communities with them as well as skills.
• Make language translation/interpretation as well as cultural translation a priority in budgeting.
• Grassroots Fundraising Training Institute- GIFT program is a good resource for people of color for fundraising skills.

Undoing Racism:

• Share models and resources. (See resource list, attachment 3)
• Organize a conference that puts art at the center of this work, "Art puts us in the land of transformation rather than information."

Creative Process

• Take work deeper, from media literacy to political education, from three-day workshops to year-long commitment
• Consider what forms of aesthetics might be most effective for stimulating change in what context: for example, linear narrative or the narrative form of quilting.
  Develop key skills in:
  → Being clear about definitions and roles
  → Inspiring people
  → Listening and letting go of ego and control
  → Basic interviewing and technology
  → Competence in community facilitation.

Documentation and archiving

• Recognize the urgency around documentation: few groups have time or access to preservation and documentation.

Political Education

• This group posed a key challenge for people who are bringing a spiritual/religious position to their political analysis- how to engage, give information and hear things that you disagree with?
Recommendations from small groups’ reports on strategies:

*Developing leadership for organizational transition*

- Understand the different needs and styles of leadership across generations.
- Look at models, such as Project South, that are not corporate top-down models.
- Get help from an outside facilitator.
- Keep the founder close by, but the new leader has to be given the space to put her/his own stamp on the organization.

*Creating Spaces for Interaction*

- Don’t rush into an ownership relationship.
- Use spaces that people are already in as a gathering point, instead of making them come to you, or creating a space for space’s sake.
- Investigate the land trust model.
- Learn about and discuss sustainable and collective ownership of land.

*Policymakers*

- Need to be engaged in public policy locally, statewide, and nationally.
- Educate people and make accessible information to increase political transparency about decision-making.
- Power dynamic between funder and fund-seeker needs to be undone. This convening is a good, small first step.

*Large group discussion about what we want and how we’re going to get it*

- Mentorship and leadership transition, “a template for blue collar young people out of the ‘hood to transition into a life that’s not where they’re from.”
- National cable / radio network – new infrastructure, for example, strategy of Public Radio Capital of buying stations to keep them public.
- Participatory democracy respected by the president with overlap between participatory democracy and social media.
- Erasure of barrier between arts and organizing, “being brave enough to do arts in organizing.”
- “Government workers and policymakers making art on a regular basis, working with artists in the communities, as a way of doing business, as a way of doing what government can do – bring out the best in a community, keep the connections deep and real.”
- Artists running for office. Artists recognized as a constituency, being more demanding about our vision and desires for the future.
- “Dream of having the “right to the city” space, land ownership, all these intersections, make that a dialogue that goes somewhere, creates a space for all people to live and eat and survive. Change success from individual gain to mutual gain. God did not intend my gain to come at another’s expense.”
- “Having the ability to work angry.”
- “What I want most now is balance. How good we are at metrics, rules, skills, leadership. I wonder what would happen if those of us responsible for organizations, people, lives -- if we balanced those things with intuition,
reemergence, good old fashioned love. Enough love in our hearts to be courageous. I wonder how our organizing strategies would change?”

Recommendations following communications presentations

The communications presentations from eleven organizations were varied, with both high tech and low tech approaches to strategic communications, storytelling, organizing, policy tools, social networking, viral marketing, and games for change.

- Network the networks – examples of people coming together at the Allied Media Conference, and use of NAMAC’s resources.
- Make sure that people outside of the arts know about these powerful tools.
- Be conscious of technical and language barriers.
- “Use the resources we fought for” – public access, libraries, let’s not lose these institutions. Labor unions also as resources and partners.
- Partner with each other on email blasts, swapping banner ads, defining ourselves better as a field.
- Identify economies of scale.
- Go deep, with extended time together. It doesn’t necessarily need to be collaboration, can be complementary work of aligned groups that push each other strategically, can be critical of one another, and hold each other accountable.
- Other ways to connect: open source design charette where you can collectively design creative strategies, skype, virtual worlds, google worlds, nonprofit commons in Second Life. But remember, “it’s less about tech, more about organizing, taking a step back and think through partners, collaborators, needs.

Recommendations for the future (closing session)

Summary of themes:

✓ Continued networking and face-to-face gatherings, on different scales.
✓ Technical assistance, including sharing of analyses.
✓ One-on-one sharing and consulting, facilitated by small, flexible pools of funds.
✓ Encouragement of cross-sector dialogue.
✓ Create space for collective political training and action.

- Contract with each other for services, without going to the for-profit sector. (An example that grew out of the convening is Appalshop raising the funds to hire the Citizen Engagement Lab to consult/partner with them on building an online community for the criminal justice field.)
- Involve the young cultural workers and those organizations with directors are their 20s; “they don’t know how to get in the game.”
- Include voices of the elders, as well as voices of the young people.
- Break out of the silo of arts foundations and make the case for our work inside nutrition, economic development, and other sectors.
- Create another resource pool, outside of an immediate grant – a pool of in-kind support (TapRoot), or a separate pool of money, outside of programming dollars.
- Help identify, nurture, and train good facilitators and strategic planners of color.
- Support the documentation and archiving of the work.
- Conduct a market analysis of the youth landscape, or progressive landscape.
• Analyze how to meet increased demand, with less money.
• Maximize this meeting by creating small, aligned groups of people to take the conversation deeper.
• Share an analysis of the Farmers Union post-Civil war and the ‘60s – how do we learn from what they did?
• Set up cross-experiential, peer site visits.
• Clarify the mechanics of AmeriCorps, Service Learning Initiative and other cost-sharing strategies like work-study students.
• Consider our community work from a business development standpoint: Convene a social entrepreneur/social capital gathering that could help us find sustainable streams of money outside the foundations.
• Create times for people to come together, to sustain each other.
• Strategize/train on how to run a “YES” campaign, rather than a “NO” campaign. For example, Yes We Can….. (fill in the blank).
• Figure out how to have our constituencies’ voices heard; explore combined political action (like ballot initiatives).
• Create a circle of peers and elders with synchronicity: “we need space that allows for risk, creativity, discovery of our own resources…” (Anasa Troutman has been moving this idea forward).
• Keep involved with the Arts & Social Justice Funders group.

Summary of Recommendations from post-Gathering evaluations (See attachment 4):

• Create a collaborative piece of writing from the meeting.
• Email everyone’s contact information. Share the notes.
• Be in regular contact: Create a Facebook page or a network to enable the ongoing sharing of partnership and program opportunities, creating a support system during challenging times, and a peer-to-peer mentorship network.
• An annual or bi-annual e-newsletter that would share highlights from each group (suggested by more than one person).
• Quarterly check-ins.
• Share notes, develop new opportunities to connect and continue the dialogue, and ways to share strategies and knowledge.
• Meet at other events that are happening and re-convene there – support this with travel grants, small stipends.
• Another gathering, with resources to bring young people/others within organization and partners.
• Encourage and support programs to visit each other.
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Contact sheet

Active Citizens Project
Linda Bryant,
Executive Director
55 Exchange Place, #404
New York, NY 10005
212-488-1547
lbryant@activecitizenproject.com
www.thepeoplesplatform.com

All-Ages Movement
Shannon Stewart,
Co-Director
305 Harrison St
Seattle, WA 98109
206-484-8866
Shannon@allagesmovement.org
www.allagesmovementproject.org

Alternate ROOTS
Carolyn Morris, Executive Director
Carlton Turner, Regional Development Director
1083 Austin Avenue
Atlanta GA 30307
404-577-1079
carolyn@alternateroots.org
carlton@alternateroots.org
www.alternateroots.org

American Poetry Museum
Jon West-Bey,
Executive Director
1227 Good Hope Road,
SE Suite #103
Washington, DC  20020
202-889-5035
jwestbey@americanpoetmuseum.org
www.americanpoetmuseum.org

Appalshop
Nick Szuberla, Project Director
Julia Taylor, Associate
91 Madison Avenue
Whitesburg KY
606-633-0108
nick@appalshop.org
www.appalshop.org

Arts & Democracy Project
Caron Atlas
88 Prospect Park West #3-D
Brooklyn NY 11215
718-965-1509
caron@artsanddemocracy.org

Javiera Benavente
20 Lawnsdale Avenue
Florence MA 01062
413-687-7166
javiera@artsanddemocracy.org

Kathie deNobriga
PO Box 1087
Pine Lake GA 30072
404-299-9498
kathie@artsanddemocracy.org
www.artsanddemocracy.org

Bay Area Video Coalition
Wendy Levy, Director of Creative Programming
2727 Mariposa Street, 2nd Floor
San Francisco CA 94110
415-558-2170
wendy@bavc.org
www.bavc.org

Brotherhood/Sister Sol
Khary Lazarre White, Co-Executive Director
Susan Wilcox, Co-Executive Director
512 West 143 Street
New York, NY 10031
212-283-7044
klw@brotherhood-sistersol.org
sew@brotherhood-sistersol.org
www.brotherhood-sistersol.org
Citizen Engagement Laboratory
Ian Inaba, Chairman
Daniel Souweine
2732 Claremont Blvd
Berkeley, CA 94705-1356
510-841-1555
ian@gnn.tv
dsouweine@gmail.org
www.videothevote.org
www.colorofchange.org
www.gnn.tv

Ellen Baker Center
Xiomara Castro,
Program Director
344 40th Street
Oakland CA 94609
510-428-3939 x298
xiomara@ellabakercenter.org
www.ellabakercenter.org

Global Action Project
Meghan McDermott, Executive Director
Binh Ly, Director of Outreach
4 W. 37th Street, 2nd floor
New York NY 10018
212-594-9577
meghan@global-action.org
binh@global-action.org
www.global-action.org

Global Kids
Barry Joseph, Director
137 East 25th Street, 2nd Fl.
New York, NY 10010
212-226-0130
barry@globalkids.org
www.globalkids.org

Highlander Center
Anasa Trautman,
Organizer
1959 Highlander Way
New Market, TN 37820
865-933-3443
anasa@highlandercenter.org
www.highlandercenter.org

Hip Hop Theater Festival
Clyde Valentin, Executive Director
Elz Cuya
57 Thames Street #4B
Brooklyn, NY 11237
718-497-4282
clyde@hhtf.org
elz@hhtf.org
www.hhtf.org

ITP at NYU (host site)
George Agudow, Administrative Director
721 Broadway, 4th Floor
New York NY 10003
212-998-1880
gorge.agudow@nyu.edu
www.itp.nyu.edu

League of Young Voters
Biko Baker, Executive Director
Heather Box
45 Main Street, Suite 628
Brooklyn, NY 11201
718-305-4245
robbikobaker@gmail.com
heather@theleague.com
www.theleague.com

Main Street Project
Amalia Anderson, Program Director
P.O. Box 80066
Minneapolis, MN 55408
651-269-1781
amalia@mainstreetproject.org
www.mainstreetproject.org

Leeway Foundation
Maori Holmes, Communications Director
1315 Walnut Street, Suite 832
Philadelphia PA 19107
215-545-4078
Maori@leeway.org
www.leeway.org
Nathan Cummings Foundation
Claudine Brown, Program Director, Arts and Culture
Radha Blank, Senior Program Assistant
475 Tenth Avenue, 14th Floor
New York NY 10018
212-787-7300
claudine.brown@nathancummings.org
radha.blank@nathancummings.org
www.nathancummings.org

National Performance Network
MK Wegmann, CEO
Wesley Montgomery, COO
900 Camp Street 2nd fl
New Orleans LA 70130
504-595-8008
mkw@npnweb.org
wvm@npnweb.org
www.npnweb.org

New American Media
Kevin Weston, Director of New Media & Youth Communications
275 Ninth Street
San Francisco CA 94103
415-503-4170
kweston@newamericamedia.org
www.newamericamedia.org
www.youthoutlook.org

Pratt Center for Community Development (host site)
Brad Lander, Director
379 DeKalb Avenue, 2nd floor
Brooklyn NY 11205
718-636-3486
blander@pratt.edu
www.prattcenter.net

Ruckus Society
Adrienne Marie Brown, Executive Director
369 15th Street
Oakland, CA 94612-3303
510-763-7078
adrienne@ruckus.org
www.ruckus.org

Scribe Video Center
Louis Massiah, Executive Director
Gretjen Clausing, Program Director
4212 Chestnut Street, 3rd Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19104
215-222-4201
lmassiah@scribe.org
gretjen@scribe.org
www.scribe.org

Terra Motto, Inc
Marty Pottenger, Director
22 Howard Street
Portland ME 04101
917-509-1447
mpott1@gmail.com

Urban Bush Women
Stephanie McKee
1824 Oretha C. Haley #301
New Orleans LA 70113
850-566-2797
smckee10@hotmail.com
www.urbanbushwomen.org

We Got Issues Leadership Institute For Young Women/
1+1+1=ONE
J Love Calderon, Director of Programming
Darlene Lalane, Executive Director
190 N 10th Street Suite 303
Brooklyn, NY 11211
718-782-5500
jlove.calderon@gmail.com
wegotissues@gmail.com
www.wegotissues.org

Young People’s Project
Omo Moses, National Director
Kathy Engel, NYU
99 Bishop Allen Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139
617-491-0200
ojohari@gmail.com
ellajaja@aol.com
www.typp.org
www.findingourfolk.org
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THE NATHAN CUMMINGS FOUNDATION
ARTS AND CULTURE PROGRAM
Grassroots Grantee Meeting
Wednesday, November 19 - Friday, November 21, 2008

Full Agenda

Wednesday, November 19
6:00-9:00 pm
Location: Nathan Cummings Foundation, 475 Tenth Ave. Manhattan

- Reception/Dinner with convening participants and invited guests
- Greetings: Lance Lindblom, President of the Nathan Cummings Foundation and Claudine K. Brown, Dir. Arts & Culture Program
- Discussion: Looking ahead post-election

Thursday, November 20
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Location: Pratt Center for Community Development, 379 Dekalb Ave. 2nd Fl. (entrance on Dekalb), Brooklyn

9:00 - 9:30am
Breakfast

9:30 - 10:35am
Welcome, meeting goals, and introductions

10:35 - 10:45am
Break

10:45 – 12:30pm
Impact discussion (small and large groups)

Some questions to consider:

- How do you know that you are making a difference?
- How can you reach more constituents effectively?
- How do we tie this work to larger social movements?
- How do we have an impact on policy with our work?
- How do we develop more effective collaborations

12:30 - 1:15pm
Lunch
(Includes the selection of afternoon small groups - see attached options drawn from surveys – you will also have the option to suggest a group)
1:15 - 2:50pm
   Skills discussion (small and large groups)
   For report back:
   • Topic discussed
   • Resource discovered
   • Challenges identified
   • Recommendations/actions

2:50 - 3:00pm
   Break

3:00 - 4:50pm
   Strategies and action discussion (small and large groups)

4:50 - 5:00pm
   Closing

Friday, November 21
9:00 am - 2:00 pm
Location: New York University ITP, 721 Broadway (corner Waverly Place, 4th Fl south elevators) Manhattan (check in with security guard)

9:00 - 9:30am
   Breakfast

9:30 - 11:00am
   Presentations on communications strategies by participants

11:00am - 12:00 noon
   Open discussion: Communications strategies

12:00 noon - 2:00 pm
   Working Lunch
   Open discussion - Recommendations and next steps for:
   • Growing and strengthening the field
   • Identifying resources that might be shared
   • Sustaining momentum after the elections
   • Advancing actions and ideas growing out of this convening
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Resources


Resources mentioned by small Impact groups
- Template of Memo of Agreement, from Adrienne Marie Brown of Ruckus Society
- Margaret Wheatley: Leadership and the New Science
- Writings by Grace Lee Boggs on quantum physics and organizing
- Article on the relationship between power and foundations (reference Kathy Engel)

Resources mentioned by Working Across Cultures group
- Grassroots Fundraising Training Institute

Resources mentioned by Political Education group
- Education for Liberation Network
- Beloved Community of Greensboro NC
- New York Coalition for Radical Educators (curriculum design)
- Stone Circles in Durham, NC

Resources mentioned by Undoing Racism group
- Traces of the Trade
- Invisible Knapsack of White Privilege
- Bill I Jones: The Artificial N....
- Color of Fear
- Matrix Reloaded.
- Aware
- Peoples Institute for Survival and Beyond

Resources mentioned by Creative Process group
- Appalshop’s guide to community facilitation

From closing
- Book mentioned by Linda Bryant about the Farmers’ Union
- Performing Arts Alliance position paper submitted to Obama’s Arts Transition Team (MK)